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The window, completed in 1795 is a rare example of the work of Francis Eginton of Birmingham
still located in its original context. The window is adapted from the ‘Assumption of the Virgin’ by
Guido Reni.
The window consists of some 120 panes, each made up of at least two layers of extremely thin
handmade glass, almost certainly crown glass, painted and stippled on all faces to achieve a soft,
painterly effect. The glass is putty glazed into cast iron frames; the panes being pressed in to linseed
oil putty with red lead oxide drying agent.
During August 2008 a test frame was removed from the east window and investigative works were
undertaken in order to establish conservation work needed. An interim report (Appendix 1) was
produced in August 2008 giving a pane by pane description of the glass removed.
Work to both the cast iron frame and glass was undertaken during July to November 2009.

The Cast Iron Frame
General
It was observed that gilding remained on the internal face of the cast iron frame in many areas, overpainted with at least 3 layers of oil based paint. Attempts were made to remove the paint from the
test frame to assess the viability of conserving the original gilding, but it was found that the gilding
was firmly adhered to the paint layers and undermined by rust. Accordingly it was decided that the
conservation of the gilding was not practicable. However we advocated the reinstatement of gilding
to the conserved frame as this was clearly the intention of Francis Eginton.

The Site works
Holy Well Glass collaborated on site with Dorothea Restorations, experts in metalwork conservation
in the removal of the test frame. The frame was removed by carefully chipping away perimeter
mortar where the frame is set into the surrounding stonework. The mortar was lime based overlaid
with a later (20th C?) Portland cement based surface layer. The vertical gaps between the individual
frames were found to be packed with linseed oil putty with red lead (evidenced by orange
colouration.) The mortar and putty were difficult and time consuming to remove, but the trial proved
that it was possible to remove mortar and putty without damaging glass or iron framework. The
frame was thus freed from mortar at the perimeter and the gap between the frames freed of putty.
Dorothea Restorations have made an analysis of the metal structure to the important cast iron
framework known to have been manufactured at Coalbrookdale.
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Locating wall/ frame fixings
The frames were held to the wall by a random mix of long metal pins and coarsely threaded wood
screws (approximately 60mm length). The cast iron frames were held vertically to adjoining frames
by rivets of various sizes from ¼” to ½” diameter. The heads of all these fixings were found to be
located beneath the edges of the panes of glass. It was decided that the pins/screws be located by
sliding a thin blade along the frame edge until the fixings were located. The glass was then removed
from that area to allow the fixings to be drilled out or sawn through without endangering the glass.

Joints between frames
The frame section which was removed was a solid rectangular casting. However the frame above
ended in projections (forming the vertical glazing bars) with round sockets cast in their ends. The
lower frame in turn has cast pins which locate into these sockets. These locations were then packed
with linseed oil putty. It was possible to free these fixings (employing fine drill bits to remove the
linseed oil putty, finally scraping excess away with scalpel) with the glass remaining in place.

Necessary removal of glass from frames on site
The glass needed to be removed from a total of 9 panes on site for the reasons described above. This
was achieved by paring away putties using a scalpel. It was found to be possible to remove the glass
without causing damage with this method. However it was technically demanding as there were
generally two pieces of crown glass pressed into hard putty in each rectangle (approximate thickness
1.5mm.) No solvents were found to be necessary.

Metal wedges locating cast iron frames
To level up the cast sections and to allow firm fixings to the stonework the original artisans had
incorporated substantial iron wedges at various points. These were all rusted and laminated exerting
tremendous jacking pressures on the cast iron frames and the glass. It was necessary to free up the
wedges to allow movement of the frames. Dorothea Restorations took responsibility for this aspect
of the works.
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The Glass
The painted glass was found to correspond to Eginton’s usual working practices. Eginton routinely
employed multiple layers of glass, painted on all sides to achieve the painterly effects he sought. The
panes were simply pressed into soft linseed oil putty one upon another, finished with a neat putty
fillet on the exterior. In this case in the lower sections with the figure and drapery, each rectangular
frame section originally had 2 panes of crown glass, approximate thickness 1.5mm, the upper areas
had a single layer. This is described diagrammatically later.
The internal pane has a glaze of transparent enamel of a yellowish hue, and grey glass paint. This
paint is stippled and worked with a badger brush into transparent glazes. This serves the purpose of
adding pictorial depth. Certain isolated design elements, such as deep drapery folds are re-enforced
in this layer to deepen contrast; the colours employed for this are sometimes startling, such as deep
purple enamel. This internal pane is generally painted on the internal face only, but there are some
exceptions- the approach is very free and painterly. The glass has been fired to a high temperatureprobably about 680 Celsius, this is apparent because the enamel is fired to a high gloss, and the back
of the glass which sat on the kiln floor has glossy impressions of the kiln floor.
The external pane is painted in reddish glass paint with the main body of the painted detail including
modelling of figure and landscape. It is painted on both faces in a variety of techniques. Some pieces
have a simple even external stipple for instance, whilst others have graded washes.

Repair types
There were nine basic condition types for the glass and the table at Appendix 2 shows each repair
type. Appendix 3 shows each pane with its relevant condition type. However, once we took the
glass out of the frames it was necessary to revise the original estimate of works to be carried out.
The condition of the glass following removal is noted in Appendix 4 and a conservation diagram for
each layer is included at Appendix 5. A conservation key is included at Appendix 6.

Resin Repairs
The number of resin repairs was significantly more than had been estimated partly due to some
damage caused in removal but mainly due to many of the breaks and cracks being invisible until the
glass was removed.
Some of the panes had putty stuck over cracks to imitate a lead repair. These have been recorded on
Appendix 4 ‘Before Conservation’ Diagram. The putty had to be gently removed by paring away
with scalpel, and the cracks were then edge bonded with epoxy resin.
(Araldite 20:20)
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Layers
It was found on close inspection that the glass with two layers corresponded roughly with the figure
and the various darker areas of the window rather than every piece being double layered. The triple
plates were found to be repairs and it was obvious that none of the glass had originally been in three
layers. b7, 8 and 10 were triple plated but once the original plates were conserved the extra plain
layer was not needed.
New Diffusing Layers
Some of the original diffusing layers were missing. These were replaced employing yellow enamel
and glass paint kiln-fired as original. In discussion with the architect it was decided to replace a
small number of poorly executed earlier repairs to diffusing pieces. These interventions are
recorded in the conservation record.
Re-painting
Following a workshop meeting areas to be re-painted were discussed and finalised. Painted repairs
were carried out in the original technique being kiln fired
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Cleaning
Each pane was very gently cleaned using mild detergent (Synperonic M 10% solution in de ionised
water) using a glass fibre brush. The large diameter brush had the casing cut back
approximately30mm so that a soft mop was formed. Cleaning was monitored by binocular
microscope. The painted layer proved to be extremely well fired and no surface disruption was
evident from the cleaning.

Cleaning detail

Paint samples

Where we encountered varnish on the panes, generally on the bottom panes of the main lights (a1 –
a6, b1 – b6, c1 – c6) we softened the varnish with acetone applied locally by cotton bud and gently
peeled it away.

Half cleaned panel
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Pane a1
Pane a1 was a particularly interesting but difficult piece as it had numerous breaks (illustrated
below), and it was found to be stuck onto what should have been a diffusing layer. It was immersed
in hot water twice to separate the two layers. Each piece then had to be cleaned and pieced carefully
back together using epoxy resin.
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Diagrams showing conservation undertaken to each pane using Church Buildings Council
annotation are included at Appendix 4.

Base of light a, during conservation.
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Base of light b, during conservation

Method for Re Fixing
Following close examination of the glass in the workshop, and the window structure in situ it was
recommended that the glass was not re-fixed into the frame as it was originally. The twin layers of
glass in the original window were set into hard linseed oil based putty with a high red lead oxide
content. This fixing detail obviously stresses the thin crown glass which averages 1.5 millimetres in
thickness. Another factor is the inevitable settlement of the large cast iron framework.
A protective external glazing scheme was also installed by Dorothea Restorations in to custom made
frames following the forms of the main lights of the window, glazed in large sheets of 6mm
thickness laminated glass.
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We recommended that the twin panes of glass in each rectangle be edge sealed with silicone
adhesive; a method which works well with plated pieces of glass in more conventional conservation
projects.
A dry mounting system was employed - the glass not being set into any glazing compound. A
custom made D shaped silicone gasket was fixed to the glazing rebate with spot fixings of silicone
adhesive. Following conservation the twin sheets of painted and enamel glass were edge sealed with
silicone adhesive in the manner commonly employed for the fixing of protecting backing glasses;
thus autonomous units are produced. The original glass was then placed against the gasket.
The black silicone gasket serves to exclude light and to cushion the vulnerable 18th century glass.
Stainless steel clips with cushioned silicone end caps were then placed against the glass and held in
place with grub screws. No fixings are machined into the important iron frame.
The benefits with this system are that the glass is readily accessible for any future works by simply
cutting away the blocks with scalpel blade. The glass is also largely protected from the inevitable
stresses through movement and settlement of the iron framework.

Details of prototype fixing method.
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Installation of the window.
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Recommendations for Future maintenance:
Inspect thoroughly as part of quinquennial inspections.

Details of materials used in studio:
Cleaning
Adhesives.
acetone
De ionised water

√
√

Epoxy resin Araldite 20:20
Silicone adhesive Silcoset 153

Acetone/deionised
water solution
Ethyl acetate
Synperonic N
Cotton wool swab
Airbrasive method

√

Acrylic resin Paraloid B72

Conservation general.
√

Copper foil
1mm. thermoformed
backing glass.
Isothermal glazing.
Custom milled lead.
Strap leads
Acrylic cold colour

√
√

Glass paint and
enamel

Details

Glass paint Reusche

403/402/red for flesh 1333/1139/401

Glass enamel Degussa

Dove screen services DS5010
Deancraft D4605
Kansacraft 4005/4007/4003

Cold colour

Daler Rowney acrylic artists pigments.

Silver stain Reuschevarious.

Amber, dark Amber.
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Appendix 1

St. Alkmund, Shrewsbury
Interim Report/ Discussion Document. August 2008.
Pane by Pane Description of Glass removed. (a1 to a18)
Pane
Description.
Reference
a1
2 panes. Internal pane. Type C later insert. Multiple cracks. Foliage in
red glass paint. Very crude repair with putty/ resin-? investigate archive
for date/ conservation record. The internal face is covered with resin
smears. Test clean with acetone and scalpel carried out for discussion.
Outer pane has? The 2 panes stuck firmly together with ? Attempt to part
by application of solvent to edge failed. Immersion in acetone/ de ionized
water attempted- seems successful.
a2
2 panes intact. Inner pane- original Eginton. Exterior face
prominently marked ‘22’ in pink wax crayon. Inner face marked’s2’ in
pink wax crayon. Earlier label with lined paper held with sellotape ‘2’ in
pencil. Original transparent and yellow/ pink enamel on inner face only.
Marks of kiln floor on outer face suggestive of high firing approx. 680
and soaked. Heavy internal grime layer. Cold colour applied very
crudely. Probably artists oil colour. Test clean of grime layer carried out
for discussion- acetone on cotton wool swab. Suggest removal of grime
layer and cold colour- discuss. Outer pane- later replacement. 2mm
float glass painted on both sides. Outer face has even brown stipple of
glass paint. Marked ‘2 TOP’ in tallow. Inner face has foliage in heavy
brown glass paint, isolated patches of blue enamel. Marked ‘TOP’ at
base – crossed out. Pink wax crayon.
a3
Single pane. Probably later insert. External face loose wet matt in red
glass paint. Marks of kiln floor. Well fired but not polished. Cracked
section in one corner. Inner face has rather under fired red glass paint
with foliage. Cold colour applied with abandon- probably brown artists
oil colour?

a4

a5

2 panes. Inner pane. Lower section original Eginton, foliage – thistle in
red glass paint, pink transparent enamel. Multiple cracks crudely repaired
with araldite epoxy adhesive. Repairs painted over with brown artist oil
paint. Upper section type C later repair, exterior face has matt in brown
glass paint. Internal face matted in brown glass paint- crudely painted
trace line for thistle- transparent purple enamel. Outer pane. Type C
Later insertion. 23mm. float glass, matted with transparent brown glass
paint on external face only. The inner and outer panes glued together
with araldite epoxy resin in puddles. The resin incorrectly mixed has not
west over the years and remains wet in tacky pools.
2 Panes. Inner Pane. Original Eginton. Inner face stippled transparent
enamel, grey glass paint. Outer face unpainted kiln floor markspolished denoting high firing temp. Outer pane. Type C. Later insert.
Inner face foliage and corner of book in brown glass paint. Pale area with
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book crudely painted over with brown artist’s oil paint? Following fixing
on site (paint overlays edge putties) To subdue the light. Outer face
marked ‘Top’ in tallow. Varying matts in brown glass paint.
a6

a7

a8

a9

a10
a11
a12

a13

a14

a15

a16
a17
a18

2 Panes. Inner pane. Original Eginton transparent enamel. Inner face
only. Outer face kiln floor impression denoting high fire. Oil based
varnish? crudely applied internally after installation by later restorers to
tone in with later type C repairs. Outer pane multiple cracks-1 small
section missing, recent damage through frame pressure. Painted both
sides. Interior pointillist technique. Book- script- ‘ Be thou faithful unto
death and I will give thee a crown of life.’ Red glass paint not high fire.
Varied stipple matt on exterior.
2 panes very original. Inner pane. Original Eginton. Internal face only
transparent enamel, thin matts of red glass paint. Yellow brown cold
colour applied after fixing on site to one area. External face kiln
impression- high fire. Outer pane original Eginton. Painted both sides
red glass paint well fired but not high fire. Lower section has dirt trapped
between layers – evidence of remaining undisturbed long term.
Single pane. Original Eginton. The remaining internal pane. Multiple
cracks. Putty repair lead. Painted both sides in red glass paint well fired
but not high fire.
Single pane. Later repair. Painted both faces brown glass paint. Oil
based varnish crudely painted on after installation to tone down pale
area.
Single pane. Original Eginton. Painted both faces. Red glass paint well
fired but not high fire.
Single pane. Original Eginton. Painted both faces. Red glass paint well
fired but not high fire. One corner cracked and repaired with putty lead.
2 panes. Good example of original format. Panes intact. Inner pane
transparent enamel and glass paint following form of drapery- painted
inside face only. Kiln texture outside high fire. Outer pane red paint
painted both faces. Well fired but not high fire.
Single pane. Original Eginton. Severely cracked. Recent damage from
frame tension. Painted both faces. Red glass paint well fired but not high
fire.
Single pane. Single crack. Later painted insert with trees. Black glass
paint and enamel. Cut undersize and putty fillet both sides. Unlike other
painted inserts more skilful, however wrong paint colour- discuss.
2 panes. Good example of original format. Inner pane only intact. Inner
pane transparent enamel and glass paint following form of draperypainted inside face only. Kiln texture outside high fire. Outer pane red
paint painted both faces. Well fired but not high fire. Multiple cracks and
putty repair leads.
Single pane. Original Eginton. Painted both faces. Red glass paint well
fired but not high fire.
Single pane. Original Eginton. Painted both faces. Red glass paint well
fired but not high fire. Corner cracked but retained.
2 Panes. Inner pane. . Inner pane only intact. Inner pane transparent
enamel and glass paint following form of drapery- painted inside face
only. Kiln texture outside high fire. Outer pane red paint painted both
faces. Well fired but not high fire. Multiple cracks and putty repair leads.
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Cast Iron Frame:
The frame is intact apart from one crack adjacent to a fixing hole at the base.
This was caused by pressure from jacking due to an iron wedge which originally held
the frame in position during original fixing.
There are clear traces of gilding on the frame. Experiments have been carried out to
remove the overlaying layers of paint (at least three layers of oil based paint) to reveal
and conserve the gilded surface. This involved application of solvents (Acetone and
then Nitromors) and scraping with scalpel blade. This has been unsuccessful. The
gilding is undermined by rust in places, and does not present a continuous surface.
Solvents thus remove the gilding and bole.
Close examination of the framework confirms that originally the frame was fixed and
gaps filled with putty prior to gilding. It is suggested that the gilding is reneweddiscuss.
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Appendix 2
Repair Types
Condition
Type

A

B

C

Repair Type
Both original panes remain intact. Or
one original pane and one later
painted repair of good quality to be
retained.
Both original panes remain intact.
Simple resin repair (1-3 cracks)
required to EXTERNAL PANE

Both original panes remain intact.
Simple resin repair (1-3 cracks)
required to INTERNAL PANE

Internal enamel pane missing.

D

E
F

Original external pane survives onlydamaged. Simple resin repair (1-3
cracks) required to EXTERNAL
PANE
Original internal pane survives onlydamaged. Simple resin repair (1-3
cracks) required to INTERNAL
PANE
Very poor quality later painted repair

G
to

H

J

external pane.
Original exterior pane severely
damaged, glued to modern base glass
with araldite adhesive.

Later painted repair. Acceptable
visually.

Clean only. De ionized water on swabs.
Edge seal pieces together with silcoset
153 silicone adhesive to keep out
dirt/moisture between layers
Clean as above. Clean cracked edges
with acetone. Resin bond cracks
employing Araldite 20:20 epoxy resin.
Edge seal pieces together as above to
keep out dirt/moisture between layers
Clean as above. Clean cracked edges
with acetone. Resin bond cracks
employing Araldite 20:20 epoxy resin.
Edge seal pieces together as above to
keep out dirt/moisture between layers
Produce new enamelled pane on 1.5mm
thick cylinder glass from prepared
drawings. Edge seal to original external
pane as above to keep out dirt/moisture
between layers
Clean as above. Clean cracked edges
with acetone. Resin bond cracks
employing Araldite 20:20 epoxy resin.
Clean as above. Clean cracked edges
with acetone. Resin bond cracks
employing Araldite 20:20 epoxy resin.
Replace with carefully painted repair
from prepared drawings
Soften adhesive by building dental wax
walls and applying dichloromethane by
pipette. Remove excess glue layers with
scalpel. Clean glass fragments with de
ionized water on swabs test to ensure
neutral Ph. Edge bond fragments with
araldite 20:20 adhesive. Edge seal to
original or new internal pane as above to
keep out dirt/moisture between layers
Clean as above. No further works
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Appendix 3
Diagrammatic Survey of Repair Types

Summary of
repairs required:
Type:
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J

Number.
60
14
4
29
13
2
4
1
4
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Appendix 4

Before Conservation

A

Main plate new

B

Modifying plate new

C

Main plate original

D

Modifying plate original

E

Triple inside layer new
(extra layer removed)

F

Cold colour inner face
(removed)

G

Cold colour on both (removed)

H

Surface putty repairs

I

Missing fragments

*Diffusing layer on back rather than
inside
Note: Plate a14 main b layer inside
out
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Appendix 5

Conservation Diagram – Painted Layer
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Conservation Diagram – Diffusing Layer
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Conservation Diagram – Support Layer
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Appendix 6

Church Buildings Council (CBC) Conservation Key
...

Cracks

EaS

Silicone edge bond

EaR

Resin edge bond

L

Leaf lead or strap lead

F

Artificial filling

Fr

Artificial filling with resin

P

Previous repairs or insertions

Gr

Glass installed reversed – previous or new

Gu

Re-used glass newly inserted – state source if known

T

Pieces transferred within panel or window

M

Modern glass newly inserted

PO

Plated on back (outside)

Pi

Plated on front (inside)

Ps

Plated on both sides (painted plates ‘t’ may be added)

A

New paint pigments (fired)

Pc

Paint consolidation

Pr

Plate replaced
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